Geographic Distribution of Palomar Students

End-of-Term Fall’04 Snapshot
Each Dot on the Map Represents the Residence Address of a Student Who Was Attending Palomar at the End of the Fall 2004 Term

Note: The dots on the map are limited to that 69% of the 29,000+ end of term Fall'04 Palomar students who had geo-codable addresses that fell within the county boundaries.
Each Dot on the Map Represents the Residence Address of a Student Who Was Attending "a Single Palomar Location" at the End of the Fall 2004 Term

Note: The dots on the map are limited to that 69% of the 29,000+ end of term Fall'04 Palomar students who had geo-codable addresses that fell within the county boundaries.
Each Dot on the Map Represents the Residence Address of a Student Who Was Attending "Multiple Palomar Locations" at the End of the Fall 2004 Term.

Note: The dots on the map are limited to that 69% of the 29,000+ end of term Fall'04 Palomar students who had geo-codable addresses that fell within the county boundaries.
Each Dot on the Map Represents the Residence Address of a Student Who Was Actively Enrolled in a Palomar Course at the End of the Fall 2004 Term